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Abstract: Machine reading comprehension (MRC) is a task in natural language
comprehension. It assesses machine reading comprehension based on text reading
and answering questions. Traditional attention methods typically focus on one of
syntax or semantics, or integrate syntax and semantics through a manual method,
leaving the model unable to fully utilize syntax and semantics for MRC tasks. In
order to better understand syntactic and semantic information and improve
machine reading comprehension, our study uses syntactic and semantic attention
to conduct text modeling for tasks. Based on the BERT model of Transformer
encoder, we separate a text into two branches: syntax part and semantics part.
In syntactic component, an attention model with explicit syntactic constraints is
linked with a self-attention model of context. In semantics component, after the
framework semantic parsing, the lexical unit attention model is utilized to process
the text in the semantic part. Finally, the vectors of the two branches converge into
a new vector. And it can make answer predictions based on different types of data.
Thus, a syntactic and semantic attention-guided machine reading comprehension
(SSAG-Net) is formed. To test the model’s validity, we ran it through two MRC
tasks on SQuAD 2.0 and MCTest, and the SSAG-Net model outperformed the
baseline model in both.
Keywords: Machine reading comprehension; syntax dependency; frame semantics

1 Introduction
Machine Reading Comprehension task (MRC) requires machines to understand natural language
information in the same way humans do and to answer questions about it [1]. This requires machines to
try to infer the meaning of natural language text.
In the past, people constructed syntactic or semantic skills by hand deﬁnition to match the most
appropriate answer. With the development of neural network models, the ﬁeld of natural language
processing began to model sentences using ﬁne-tuned pre-trained language models, and then train the
models in different tasks.
Although neural network models have made signiﬁcant progress in the ﬁeld of natural language
processing, certain research has indicated that these models cannot truly comprehend the text as humans
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
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do, and that natural language processing interpretability using neural network models alone is limited. This is
a clear departure from the most basic deﬁnition of machine reading comprehension.
People began to consider using neural network models to model the syntax or semantics of text based on
human reading habits. Training is done using a more accurate parser and a neural network model [2–4].
However, just a few research has combined syntax and semantics modeling. Syntax parsing and frame
semantics are among the current research methodologies that have been integrated into the MRC’s neural
network. The input sequence is syntactically and semantically processed using integrated method.
However, because this strategy ignores the expansion of the attention layer, the text is unable to consider
signiﬁcant terms selectively. Our study seeks to combine syntactic parsing model and frame semantics
model into an end-to-end machine reading comprehension model with improved attention to solve
machine reading comprehension tasks based on this.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) Based on syntactic and semantic attention, we explore the integration of these two models.
2) We propose a new reading comprehension model, in which syntactic parsing model and frame

semantics model are added to the encoding layer and attention layer respectively, so that sentences
in the text can be fully analyzed and more comprehensive expressions can be obtained.
3) We use two types of datasets for testing, and the experimental results show that our proposed method
works well in MRC tasks.
2 Related Work
In natural language tasks, dependency syntactic parsing is a crucial task. Researchers debated how to
represent word dependence in phrase structure at ﬁrst. Schabes proposed the lexicalized tree join syntax
(LTAG) in 1988 [5]. The combinatorial category grammar (CCG) [6] proposed by Steedman in 2000. The
head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG) [7] proposed by Pollard and Sag in 1994. In 2016,
syntactic dependent parsing trees were proved to have a catalytic effect in natural language processing
[8]. With the continuous development of neural network, syntactic parsing has been tried to be applied
[9–11], and many syntactic parsers with good accuracy have been innovated, such as, a novel Attentional
NMT with Source dependency representation proposed by Chen in 2017 [2], and in 2019, Duan
introduce syntax into Transformer for better machine translation [4].
The concept of frame semantics was ﬁrst proposed by Fillmore [12], who pointed out the role of the
concept of frame in cognition, and understanding. In 1998, Baker proposed the FrameNet project [13],
which is devoted to the semantic and syntactic generalization of corpus evidence, and the semantic part
makes use of the concept of frame semantics. In the past, MRC tasks were typically performed by
manually deﬁning semantic functions combined with machine learning. A heavy reliance on manually
deﬁned semantics leads to a model that is less portable and less applicable to other domains. With the
continuous development of neural networks, frame semantics are also studied based on neural networks
using pre-training models [14]. In 2018, Zhang used pre-training model to model semantic knowledge in
neural network in MRC task [15]. In 2020 Guo [16] embedded the LU vector in the previous framework
on the basis of framework semantics and improved the modeling of the framework as a whole. At the
same time, multi-frame relationship integration is tried.
All the above studies have considered only one aspect of syntax and semantics. However, previous
studies have attempted to fuse syntax and semantics. From 2015, relying on hand-deﬁned Max-margin
learning framework [17], in 2018, based on analytic tree and semantic framework of structured inference
result question answering pair [18], to 2020, syntactic and semantic fusion of neural network model [19].
At present, many researches on the fusion of frame semantics and syntactic parsing simply connect
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syntactic and semantic labels and words together [20], which is too rough and fails to properly represent
labels and words. Based on this, we construct the MRC model by integrating syntax and frame semantics
at the coding layer and attention layer.
3 Syntax Dependency and Frame Semantics
3.1 Syntactic Dependency
Based on the dependency structure, syntactic dependency describes a sentence’s structure by
determining which parts of the sentence each word depends on [21]. If a word modiﬁes another word,
then that word is dependent on the other word in this context. Adjectives modify nouns, adverbs modify
adjectives, and so on. We may build a syntactic structure tree of dependencies based on a sentence using
these syntactic dependencies [22]. We created the syntactic dependency tree shown in Fig. 2 based on the
passage and questions in Fig. 1. According to the dependency tree, we can analyze that ‘what’ in the
question corresponds to the word ‘Formation’ in passage, so the answer is ‘Formation’.

Figure 1: Examples of passage, questions and answers for machine reading comprehension

Figure 2: Example of syntactic dependency tree
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3.2 Frame Semantics
The FrameNet project was the ﬁrst to establish frame semantics, which has the advantage of allowing
most phrases to be comprehended by breaking them up according to the deﬁned framework. Frame semantics
has four deﬁnitions: frame (F), frame elements (FEs), lexical units (LUs), and target (T). FrameNet’s frames
contain textual descriptions of what they represent, and they are schematics of situations involving multiple
actors, items, and other conceptual feelings. Frames are made up of frame elements and lexical units. Frame
element is a type of semantic role in frame, with core words, non-core words peripheral words. Lexical unit is
the group of words that connect frame element to make frame. The term ‘T’ evokes up the frame for
identifying the lexical unit in the actual sentence.
For example, the semantic framework of the above sentence is shown in Fig. 3. There are two semantic
frames in this sentence as shown in Tab. 1, which are ‘Publishing’ and ‘Referring_by_name’ respectively.
Where Target ‘called’ activates frame ‘Referring_by_name’, the frame element corresponding to it is FEscore’s ‘Name’, which is ‘Formation’.

Figure 3: Graphical examples of semantic framework
Table 1: Example of semantic framework
F

FEs-Core

FEs-Non-Core

Publishing

author, publisher, audience, manner, means,
work
medium, place, purpose,
time
Referring_by_name entity [ent], name descriptor [des], time [tim]
[nam], speaker
[spe]

LUs
appear.v, publication.n, publish.v,
put out.v, release [event].n, release.
v
address.v, call.v, designation.n,
name.n, refer.v

4 Model Overview
Input layer, encoding layer, attention layer, and answer prediction layer are four sections of a machine
reading comprehension model.
The goal of this paper is to create a neural network model that incorporates both syntactic and semantic
analysis. The entire model is divided into two branches in this research, which deal with syntactic parsing and
frame semantics, respectively. Finally, the answer prediction layer combines the two vectors.
The model overview is shown in Fig. 4.
For the section of syntactic analysis processing, we use the BERT [14] model to get an encoding
sentence, and then we use syntax to build a self-attention mechanism. Then, before answer prediction, we
integrate the original coding with the encoding of the attention mechanism which is driven by syntax, and
it can provide an encoding representation of the syntactic analysis phase.
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Figure 4: SSAG-Net model
We use SEMAFOR [23] to annotate the framework semantic text for the framework semantic
component, and then we encode the annotated text using BERT [14] model of Transformer encoder. After
passing through a TLUA attention layer, the coding representation of the framework semantic part is
completed. Finally, the answer prediction layer is used to predict answers based on distinct tasks
using syntactic parsing and framework semantic coding. The extraction and single choice are both tested
in this study.
4.1 Attention
We use 2020 Zhang’s SG-Net [24] model for the syntax-guided attentional mechanism layer in this
paper. The attention layer pre-trains and marks the dependency structure of each sentence using a
syntactic dependency parser. The word’s relationships might help focus attention on the sentence’s most
signiﬁcant words.
Find the ancestor node corresponding to each word based on the sentence structure analyzed by the
parser. If a word j is the ancestor node of the word i, then the Mask M [i, j] of the word is marked as 1;
otherwise, it is marked as 0. See Eq. (1)

1; if j 2 Pi or j ¼ i
(1)
M½i; j ¼
0;
otherwise:
The grammar-guided attention layer is determined using multi-head self-attention computation once all
of the masks have been annotated. The output vector of the syntactic processing section is the vector
obtained.
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We use the lexical unit attention model (TLUA) proposed by Guo in 2020 [16] for the semantic attention
layer of the framework in this paper. This model solves the problem of not treating frame as a whole. By
using the attention mechanism of target in the sentence, the weight of different LU is automatically
determined and the weight of target is increased at the same time, which can reduce the noise interference
caused by irrelevant LUs. After TLUA processing, the vectors of the semantic part of the framework are
obtained. The formulas Eqs. (2) and (3) are as follows:
X
Fm
attðuFm
(2)
Fm ¼ t Fm þ
n Þ  un
~ Fm
U

attðuFm
n Þ¼P

expðt Fm  uFm
n Þ
F
m  uFm Þ
~ Fm expðt
k
uFm 2U

(3)

k

~ Fm represents the LUs set of Fm which is not include t Fm , and U
~ Fm 2 RHðn1Þ .
Here, U
The syntactic and semantic vectors are then combined with the Transformer-encoded context vectors.
Finally, put them into the prediction layer to predict answers based on various task types.
4.2 Answer Prediction Layer
In this research, the model is applied to two types of machine reading comprehension tasks: extraction
and single choice.
By analyzing the given text content and relevant queries, the aim of extraction is to predict the
corresponding starting and ending places from the text. In the test, we used the softmax operation to
predict the starting and ending positions of the encoded vectors in the linear layer [25].

s; e ¼ SoftMaxðLinearðHÞÞ

(4)

And then selected the one with the highest probability score as the ﬁnal answer output.
scorehas ¼ maxðsk þ el Þ; 0  k  l  n

(5)

The single choice task requires us to choose the correct answer from a set of k options that contain the
correct answer based on the question and the information in the current paragraph. The response could be a
single word, a phrase, or even a complete statement [26].
When there is no response, a threshold is set. There is no output if the sum of probability does not
surpass this level. The model inputs the vector classiﬁer for the single-choice task and selects the option
with the highest probability as the prediction result for output during the test [27].
5 Experiment
5.1 Dataset and Evaluation Index
The experiment was based on SQuAD 2.0 and MCTest, which were used to test two MRC tasks.
5.1.1 SQuAD 2.0
The extractive MRC was tested on SQuAD 2.0. SQuAD 1.0 created a vast machine reading
comprehension dataset with 100,000 questions, containing over 500 Wikipedia articles. In SQuAD 1.0,
the answers form part of the corresponding text. SQuAD 2.0 adds over 50,000 human-designed
unanswerable questions to SQuAD 1.0, so the system must account for unanswered questions in addition
to enhancing the accuracy of the responses. The EM and F1 score are the assessment criteria for the
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extractive MRC task of the model in this research. The percentage of projected ground truth answers is
calculated using EM.
EM ¼

Nreal
Nall

(6)

F1 score is the coverage of test answers vs. correct answers, calculated by precision and recall.
P¼

Noverlap
Nall answer

(7)

R¼

Noverlap
Ntruth answer

(8)

F1 ¼

2PR
PþR

(9)

5.1.2 MCTest
The MCTest is a single-choice MRC test. The MCTest dataset is a collection of seven-year-oldappropriate fairy tales, each containing one-of-four single-choice questions from the original text. Its
correctness is its evaluation criterion. The accuracy rate is the percentage of right answers given by the
model out of a total of M answers.
5.2 Implementation Details
For the syntactic analysis part, we adopt Zhang’s syntax-Guided network [21]. For the semantic part of
the framework, SEMAFOR is used to annotate sentences automatically, and Guo’s lexical unit attention
model is used to pay attention to key words. We use BERT [14] as input for all parts. Our initial learning
rate is set as [8e−6, 1e−5, 2e−5, 3e−5], and Batch size is set as 10. And in the dual context aggregation,
the weight α is 0.5. The maximum sequence length of SQuAD2.0 and MCTest is set to 382.
5.3 Experiments Results
For the experimental results, we designed the comparative experiment and model ablation experiment on
SQuAD2.0 and MCTest.
Comparative Experiment
The comparative experiment is to compare the existing machine reading comprehension models which
perform well in syntactic or semantic aspects. According to the different datasets applicable to the model, we
divided the plan into two groups for experiments. The extraction machine reading comprehension model
based on SQuAD2.0 dataset and the single choice machine reading comprehension model based on
MCTest dataset were adopted respectively. As shown in Tabs. 2 and 3:
Regular Track and BERT Track respectively refer to the effect of training each machine reading
comprehension model after using traditional methods and using BERT pre-training model. BERT is the
baseline model of this paper. BERT is a large pre-training model released by Google in 2018. In the ﬁeld
of MRC, adding an answer output layer on the BERT and ﬁne-tuning the parameters of the pre-training
part can perform well in MRC tasks. SSAG-Net is the ﬁnal model of this paper.
Tabs. 2 and 3 show the comparison between the above models and SSAG-Net model according to
different evaluation indicators. It can be seen that the current models with good performance all use
BERT as the pre-training model, indicating that the MRC model improved on the basis of BERT model
has become the current trend and achieved good results. Although, it can be seen from Tab. 2 that the
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EM and F1 score of the model in this paper are improved to some extent after the addition of the attention
mechanism model based on syntactic and semantic improvement, with EM being 85.8 and F1 score being
88.4. It can be seen from Tab. 3 that the SSG-Net model also improves the test capability of the singlechoice dataset to a certain extent, where the MCTest-160 value is 88.2 and the MCTest-160 value is 87.4.
Table 2: The performance comparison of different models on SQuAD 2.0 dataset
Model

Regular track
Joint SAN
U-Net
RMR + ELMo + Veriﬁer
BERT track
Human
SemBERT
BERT (LARGE)
SG-Net
Baseline
SSAG-Net

Dev

Test

EM

F1

EM

F1

69.3
70.3
72.3

72.2
74.0
74.8

68.7
69.2
71.7

71.4
72.6
74.2

85.1
84.1
85.8

87.9
86.8
88.4

86.8
84.8
82.1
-

89.5
87.9
84.8
-

Table 3: The performance comparison of different models on two MCTest datasets
Model
Regular track
Wang et al. (2015) + Syntax + Semantics
Li et al. (2018) + Syntax + Semantics
BERT track
BERT + DCMN + (Zhang et al., 2019)
XLNet + DCMN + (Zhang et al., 2019)
FSR (Guo et al., 2020) + Semantics
SS-MRC
Baseline
SSAG-Net

MCTest-160
(100%)

MCTest-500
(100%)

75.3
74.6

69.9
72.7

85.0
86.2
86.1
87.2
82.5
88.2

86.5
86.6
84.2
86.7
80.9
87.4

Ablation Experiment
In this study, we found that syntactic and semantic processing of input text at the attention level can
effectively improve the processing effect of machine reading comprehension tasks. In this paper the
model is improved comprehensively based on SG-Net model and FSR model, and the two types of
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datasets are trained and tested respectively. To verify the validity of our model, we performed an ablation
experiment for two different MRC tasks. The ablation experiment used SQuAD 2.0 and MCTest data sets
to compare the improved evaluation indicators in each part. The results are shown in Tabs. 4 and 5.
Table 4: Extraction ablation study of SSAG-Net model
Method

EM

F1

SSAG-NET
-Syntax
-Frame semantics
-Syntax-frame semantics

85.8
85.1
84.8
84.1

88.4
87.9
87.4
86.8

Table 5: Single choice ablation study of SSAG-Net model
Method

MCTest-160

MCTest-500

SSAG-Net
-Syntax
-Frame semantics
-Syntax-frame semantics

88.2
87.6
86.2
82.5

87.4
86.4
84.8
80.9

– syntax-frame semantics is the BERT model of the baseline, meaning that Syntax and semantics are not

added. In the SQuAD2.0 dataset, the EM and F1 score of the model in this paper are improved by 1.7%
and 1.6% compared with this model. In the MCTest dataset, compared with this model, the MCTest160 value is improved by 4.7% and the MCTest-500 value is improved by 6.5%.
– Frame Semantics adds syntactic semantics to baseline. In the SQuAD2.0 dataset, the EM and F1 score
of this model are both improved by 1.0%. In the MCTest dataset, compared with this model, the value
of MCTest-160 and MCTest-500 are improved by 2.0% and 2.6% respectively.
– Syntax adds a framework semantic part to the baseline. In the SQuAD2.0 dataset, the EM and F1 score
of the model in this paper are improved by 0.7% and 0.5% compared with this model. In the MCTest
dataset, compared with this model, the MCTest-160 and MCTest-500 values of the proposed model are
improved by 0.6% and 1.0% respectively.
Research results demonstrated that the effect of our model on the extractive reading comprehension task
and the single choice machine reading comprehension task was greatly enhanced by testing on the extractive
MRC dataset and the single choice MRC dataset, as well as the ablation experiment. The experimental results
show that adding syntactic and semantic modules improves the machine reading comprehension model
signiﬁcantly, and the frame semantics improve the machine reading comprehension model most
signiﬁcantly. It is also veriﬁed that this conclusion is similar to the framework semantic model proposed
by Guo in 2020 [19], the grammar-guided machine reading comprehension model proposed by Zhang in
2020 [21], and the combined semantic and frame model proposed by Guo in 2020 [16].
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6 Discussion
6.1 Effect of Different Questions Length
To explore the impact of different questions lengths in text on the model, we used questions from
SQuAD2.0 to sort by question length, grouping questions within the same length range and same number
of words. We used the baseline model and SSAG-Net to test the accuracy of each group, and the test
results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. We can see from the results in the ﬁgures, as the Question length
gradually increases, the matching accuracy of the baseline decreases signiﬁcantly, and our proposed SSAGNET decreases slightly. However, our matching accuracy remains stable compared to the baseline. This
shows that adding syntactic and semantic expressions can deal with sentences with longer problems better.

Figure 5: Accuracy of different questions’ length ranges

Figure 6: Accuracy of different questions’ number of words
6.2 Limitations
In the present study, we propose a machine reading comprehension model based on neural network, which
integrates syntax and semantics and explicitly considers the key parts of the reading text. In addition, through
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the tests of the extractive MRC dataset and the single-choice MRC dataset, as well as the ﬁnal ablation test and
the accuracy test for different question lengths, we prove that the effect of our model on the extractive reading
comprehension task and the multiple-choice machine reading comprehension task is signiﬁcantly improved.
At the same time, there are some limitations for this study. First of all, our model is based on the fusion of
syntactic model and semantic model, and the encoder part of the model adopts the original BERT model. Up to
now, there have been many BERT models ﬁne-tuned for language information, so there is room for improvement
in the text coding. In addition, the semantic analysis of the framework has not taken into account the connection
between frameworks, which makes the understanding of semantics of the model intermittent.
This paper will continue to solve the above problems in the future research, hoping to make more
contributions to the ﬁeld of machine reading comprehension in the future.
7 Conclusion
We offer a new model for reading comprehension in this research, based on the BERT model, to
investigate the fusion of syntactic and semantic constraints included into the attentional process to guide
text modeling. This allows for a more detailed rendering of the text. As a result, we developed SSAGNet, a three-layer context architecture that combines primitive self-attention, syntactic guided attention,
and lexical unit attention. The semantic framework must pre-analyze the source text that passes through
the lexical unit attention model. BERT model with pre-training is used for encoding. According to the
experimental results of two machine reading comprehension tests based on span and single choice model
answer extraction. Our model performs well in both of these tasks, demonstrating that syntactic and
semantic processing can effectively construct reading comprehension model.
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